New way to enjoy plants

In the DOOA brand, there is a full lineup of products to enjoy Terra Base. Because DOOA is unified with the simple and stylish designs, it is suitable for any room and enhances the true charms of plants inside an aquarium tank.

As feeling everlasting time in moss, enjoying the true forms of plants.

DATA

- Terra Base L: Ø11.6×H28 (cm)
- Neo Glass Air: W30×D30×H45 (cm)
- Glass Cover for Neo Glass: W30×D30 (cm)
- Paluda Light 30:
- System Stand 35: W35×D35×H45 (cm)

[Plants]
- Barbosella handroii (orchid), Lepanthes calodictyon (orchid)
- Psychotria alluaudii (orchid), Lepanthes salisii (orchid)
- Cioccarinofila sheehaniae (orchid), Dendroica repens (fern), Spiky moss (aquatic moss)
Terra Base Related Goods

**Terra Base**

- **Terra Base S**
- **Terra Base M**
- **Terra Base L**

**Recommended Plants** to be enjoyed with Terra Base

- Amphibious Plants
- Terrrestrial Plants

**Steps to enjoy Terra Base**

1. thinly attach some aquatic moss on the Terra Base and firmly wrap with Terra plate.
2. With the ceramic Terra Base, when the water seeps from the main body, evaporation of the Terra Base decreases due to the heat of vaporization, and it is designed to curb the temperature rise. It effectively works for epiphytes that are intolerant to temperature rise in summer.
3. Terra Base is an item that has been developed for growing part where the humidity tends to be high.
4. Anubias should be placed on the bottom part where the humidity tends to be dry, and aquatic plants such as Alloplysis should be placed on the bottom part where the humidity tends to be high.

**Neo Glass Air**

- **Neo Glass Paluda 60**
- **Neo Glass Paluda Light 60**

**Examples of Neo Glass Style**

- **Terra Plate**
- **Terra Plate Hook**
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**Details on creation processes and maintenance methods can be accessed from the QR code.**